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Abstract
This article explores the history of family planning during the Brazilian military dictatorship by focusing on the activity of The Society of Family Welfare (Sociedade do Bem-Estar Familiar no Brasil, BEMFAM), founded in 1965 and affiliated with the International Planned Parenthood Federation. BEMFAM’s campaigns were met with criticism from various fronts. The Catholic Church condemned the use of contraception methods. The military, which had ruled the country since taking power in 1964, opposed BEMFAM’s efforts to curtail population growth and its international partnerships. Leftist organizations attacked BEMFAM as well, denouncing its initiatives as a form of criminal Western imperialism. The denunciations ultimately led to a parliamentary inquiry into the activities of BEMFAM. Analyzing the dictatorship’s intelligence reports, state records, and BEMFAM’s publications, the article elucidates how population control models, Cold War ideologies, and gendered politics shaped health and reproduction in military Brazil.
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Resumo
Este artigo aborda a história da Sociedade do Bem-Estar Familiar no Brasil (BEMFAM), fundada em 1965 e afiliada à International Planned Parenthood Federation. O trabalho da BEMFAM para promover o planejamento familiar foi alvo de varias críticas. A Igreja Católica condenou a...
distribuição de métodos anticoncepcionais pela BEMFAM. Os militares, que governavam o país desde 1964, se opuseram à política de controle de natalidade e às relações internacionais da BEMFAM. No entanto, diversas organizações de esquerda também denunciaram a BEMFAM como uma organização criminosamente controlada pelo imperialismo norte-americano. As acusações culminaram na instauração de uma Comissão Parlamentar de Inquérito em 1967. Com base em fontes da BEMFAM e dos órgãos do regime militar, o artigo discute a influência das questões de planejamento populacional, desenvolvimento e de gênero e das ideologias de Guerra Fria nas políticas de saúde e reprodução na época da ditadura.
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In 1976, the northeastern Brazilian state of Pernambuco signed an agreement with the Society of Family Welfare in Brazil (Sociedade do Bem-Estar Familiar no Brasil) to launch a pioneering program for the state’s residents. The society, a family planning organization known by its acronym BEMFAM, would distribute contraception pills in healthcare centers located in all of Pernambuco’s 164 municipalities, as well as offer consultations and educational activities about reproduction and family planning.¹ The announcement was immediately denounced by conservatives and the Catholic Church, which opposed the use of oral contraceptives. Interestingly, it also drew criticism from leftist organizations. The Pernambuco chapter of the Brazilian Democratic Movement party (Movimento Democrático Brasileiro) denounced the state government in its newsletter, criticizing its “distorted” preference to control births rather than improving “the miserable conditions” of the majority of Pernambucans.² The newsletter continued by citing critics of the initiative, alleging that using the pill posed medical risks or contending that the program was motivated by capitalist market interests that would generate tremendous profits for foreign pharmaceutical producers.³

This was not the first time that the campaigns of BEMFAM—established in late 1965, a year after a coup toppled the Brazilian government and began a twenty-one-year military rule—attracted harsh criticism. As early as 1967, the left-leaning Medical Association of Guanabara State (Associação Médica do Estado da Guanabara, later Rio de Janeiro) alleged in a complaint to the authorities that BEMFAM was promoting abortion practices and violated Brazilian law and medical ethics.⁴ In 1975, the association intensified its attacks, releasing a public statement that accused BEMFAM of sponsoring criminal abortions and sterilizations while relying on funding from foreign entities. The Guanabara association demanded not only the permanent suspension of
BEMFAM’s activity but also that charges be laid against the organization for committing crimes of genocide.⁵

That BEMFAM was attacked by the Catholic Church, conservative regime supporters, and leftist organizations highlights the conflicting trajectories of family planning in military Brazil. This article explores this complexity by focusing on the emergence and activity of the Society of Family Welfare in the context of the Brazilian dictatorship. Relying on BEMFAM’s reports and publications, state and intelligence records produced by the dictatorship, as well as press sources, the article elucidates how population control models, Cold War ideologies, and gendered politics shaped health and reproduction in military Brazil.

The history of family planning in Brazil is relatively recent. Since its early colonial period, the Brazilian state had persistently advanced pronatalist policies. In its state-formation era in the late nineteenth and turn of the twentieth century, officials and leaders encouraged the growth of population across the nation’s vast regions to exert state power.⁶ As historians have shown, these efforts led to the medicalization and professionalization of maternal and infant health, as well as to the suppression of the roles of midwives and wet nurses.⁷ In the 1930s and 1940s, particularly under the Vargas regime, authorities promoted puericulture alongside sanitation reforms to reduce infant mortality. Seeking to advance a modern Brazilian nation with a strong labor force, the state sponsored the opening of pre- and post-natal care clinics, milk banks, and hygiene programs that supported fertility and motherhood.⁸ The state also criminalized abortions and suppressed the use of contraceptive methods in its legal and professional codes. Brazil’s 1890 penal code outlawed not only abortions and their providers but also women seeking the procedure. This was reaffirmed in the 1940 code, which remained untouched for nearly forty years.⁹ Brazil’s code of medical ethics, as another example, proscribed the advertising or discussing of treatments meant to avoid pregnancy.¹⁰ In fact, the 1932 law that regulated the medical profession in Brazil made it illegal for doctors to engage in practices that prevented conception.¹¹ The Brazilian state, therefore, categorically rejected family planning and other policies that could have decreased the nation’s reproductive growth.

The Cold War era reshaped approaches to reproduction and fertility in Latin America, including Brazil. In the 1950s—years before Paul Ehrlich’s popular 1968 The Population Bomb—scientists and public figures in and outside of the U.S. began discussing the “risks” of population growth. They contended that overpopulation would result in dwindling natural resources and lead to demographic, social, and political disasters.¹² These fears were amplified by Cold War anxieties over national security and geopolitical power. As social scientists warned, rapid population growth could hinder development, trigger
political instability, and culminate in impoverished populations—factors viewed as fertile grounds for the spread of communism. In this context, various international organizations (among them the World Bank, the United Nations, the Rockefeller-funded Population Council, and the International Planned Parenthood Federation) and US-based entities (such as the International Cooperation Administration and later the U.S. Agency for International Development [USAID], as well as the Kellogg, Rockefeller, and Ford foundations) began promoting family planning practices to decrease reproduction in regions they believed were vulnerable to communist influence, mostly in the Third World. Its proximity to the U.S. and extensive rural population made Latin America a particular focus of international family planning campaigns. In fact, by the mid-1960s USAID’s Office of Population was coordinating efforts to promote family planning programs in most countries in Latin America.

The efforts to promote family planning ideas in Latin America faced various challenges. Some viewed population decrease as necessary for the furthering of economic development. There were also those who understood birth control as critical to challenge social and gender hierarchies. But many others vehemently opposed efforts to reduce population size because it contradicted both Catholic doctrines and pronatalist, growth-based state policies. In Brazil, the dictatorship that took over the country in 1964 and ruled for twenty-one years devised development strategies based on expanding the population’s size rather than decreasing it. BEMFAM, which was one of the only active family planning organizations in the country, received most of its funding from international organizations. As this article illustrates, only in the context of the long transition to democracy and economic decline in the late 1970s and early 1980s the Brazilian dictatorship endorsed the ideas of family planning. This partially explains why the history of family planning in Brazil has not received a lot of attention in historiography, particularly in the literature about the dictatorship. But BEMFAM, this article shows, was an influential organization whose campaigns both provoked major political controversies in the country and had significant effects on the lives of many Brazilians. By 1980, over 800,000 women were served in over 90 clinics run by BEMFAM across Brazil. Between 100,000 and 500,000 women were registered annually as active users of the oral contraceptives distributed by the organization. Over a thousand physicians, politicians, academics, and journalists participated in BEMFAM’s training programs, often through scholarships offered by the organization. Moreover, BEMFAM’s early leaders later served in regional and hemispheric offices of international organizations advocating for family planning. The history of BEMFAM thus serves as a significant window into the conflicts about public health, population control, sexualities, religion, and gender in Cold War Brazil.
The Emergence of BEMFAM

The Sociedade do Bem-Estar Familiar no Brasil was established in November 1965 by a group of obstetricians who were concerned by the rising number of induced abortions in the country. “Provoked” abortions were not only illegal but also posed a great risk to women’s health. Moreover, they believed that the increase in unwanted pregnancies indicated that women in Brazil did not find favorable social and economic conditions for carrying unplanned pregnancies to term. To confront this challenge, they conceived BEMFAM as both a research organization—promoting the medical, socioeconomic, and demographic study of “human reproduction physiology” and its impact on the welfare of the family—as well as a service provider that advances family planning practices in Brazil.

First operating under the guidance of leading obstetricians and gynecologists in Rio de Janeiro such as Octávio Rodrigues Lima, BEMFAM soon expanded into an organization with national aspirations. Within two years, it had affiliated with and began receiving funding from the International Planned Parenthood Federation (IPPF). This in many ways was also the result of a concentrated effort by IPPF’s Western Hemisphere office to promote the creation of local family planning associations. Along with funding BEMFAM, it supported the founding of the Guatemalan Association of Family Welfare (Asociación Pro Bienestar de la Familia) in 1964, the Association for the Welfare of Colombian Family (Asociación Probienestar de la Familia Colombiana) in 1965, and the Chilean Association for Family Protection (Asociación Chilena de Protección a la Familia) in 1966. In its first two years of operation, BEMFAM received around US$100,000 from IPPF and the Rockefeller-led Population Council. Government records indicate that additional grants, from the Ford Foundation for example, increased BEMFAM’s budget significantly in that period. With this significant funding, BEMFAM opened clinics in various Brazilian states, first for the urban middle-class populations in Rio Grande do Sul, Paraná, Guanabara (later Rio de Janeiro), and São Paulo, and then with a more substantial focus on the poorer states of Bahia, Pernambuco, Ceará, and Rio Grande do Norte. In its first year of activity, the organization had nine clinics in operation, servicing around 2,000 patients. By the end of 1967, BEMFAM was already servicing over 13,000 regular patients in 31 clinics across 11 Brazilian states. By the mid-1970s, there were over 90 BEMFAM clinics in Brazil with hundreds of thousands of registered patients.
The Rationale for Family Planning

An analysis of BEMFAM’s early published material indicates the main motivations and rationales for promoting family planning in Brazil. Its first major conference was organized in July 1968 in the southern city of Londrina (Paraná state) and attended by the director of IFPP’s Western Hemisphere office Ofélia Mendoza, the prominent Colombian leader of reproductive health Jorge Villarreal Mejía, Chilean pioneer of family planning and social medicine Benjamín Viel, and other leading Brazilian and Latin American practitioners of reproductive health. The conference proceedings emphasized the need to reduce Brazil’s high rates of provoked abortions, which often led to maternal mortality. Family planning methods, the conference participants asserted, were scientifically approved, safe, and most effective in confronting these incidences. As they concluded, doctors had the professional autonomy and duty to advise their patients about contraceptive methods. Anticipating potential opposition to their conclusion, the conference organizers also emphasized that responsible family planning did not mean abortions or forced sterilization and added that the opinions, moral principles, and religious beliefs of patients must be respected.

Alongside the problem of induced abortions, conference leaders saw Brazil’s “rapid and disorganized” population growth as an “impediment” to the nation’s socio-economic development. Indeed, BEMFAM’s periodicals often referred to the challenges posed by Brazil’s human growth. This was in contrast to the claims made by developmentalists, who contended that demographic growth should be encouraged to support the expansion of the labor force and to populate the nation’s distant geographies. BEMFAM’s advocates of family planning, however, warned in various articles that rapid demographic growth presented a “grave problem” for Brazil’s progress. Inspired by debates in the U.S. about population “explosion,” they were concerned by the country’s total fertility rate, averaging around six children per woman during most of the 1960s and bringing Brazil close to the one hundred million people mark in the last years of the decade. As they noted, between 1960 and 1970, the nation’s urban centers grew exponentially due to millions of Brazilians emigrating from the rural Northeast to metropolitan areas in search of work. Brasília’s population, for instance, witnessed a whopping increase of 285% during that decade. Belo Horizonte, Curitiba, and São Paulo saw population growth ranging between 55% and 80%. Even in the northern regions, cities like Manaus (73%) and Recife (36%) experienced substantial population expansion. By 1970, Brazil’s cities of over 100,000 residents increased their share of the country’s population from 19% to 28%. This process had considerable negative effects, BEMFAM asserted in its publications, pointing out that the substantial population growth far
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outpaced the construction of housing or the expansion of public services. The result was a “belt of marginalized people” that surrounded state capitals and a considerable decline in public health indicators and infrastructure.\textsuperscript{36} Rural areas likewise suffered, as migration to the cities created an “economic absence” in the periphery, hindering poor families’ ability to sustain themselves and care for their children.\textsuperscript{37}

In many ways, these observations were echoing the views of various international organizations such as the Pan American Health Organization or the Ford Foundation warning that rapid population growth would endanger the health and food security of societies in the underdeveloped world.\textsuperscript{38} The 1965 United Nations World Population Conference particularly focused on fertility and rapid growth, seeking to find a balance between the world’s resources and populations.\textsuperscript{39} Drawing on these neo-Malthusian debates, BEMFAM’s leaders saw Brazil’s demographic trends as detrimental to the nation’s social and economic stabilities. For them, reducing, rather than expanding the population was necessary to confront the impending “population bomb” and mitigate the evolving social and economic disparities between rural and urban centers in the country. The fear of “exploding” metropolises in the southern regions of the nation also carried racial meanings, of course. As scholars have shown, many of those advocating for a balanced regional distribution racialized migrants coming from the Northeast as the backward others who were “troubled by problems of poverty, illiteracy, and disease.”\textsuperscript{40} Lastly, BEMFAM’s publications asserted that family planning practices could promote greater autonomy for Brazilian women. They referred to early advocates of birth control like the American Margaret Sanger as “pioneers.” They suggested that determining the number of children and spacing of pregnancies could not only resolve many of Brazil’s social and economic “ills” but also lead to the formulation of a modern Brazilian woman.\textsuperscript{41} Advances in reproductive health were thus understood as a means toward national progress. Significantly, however, BEMFAM did not consider abortion as part of a woman’s autonomy. Moreover, the upper ranks of BEMFAM’s leadership did not include a single woman for a full decade after its establishment.\textsuperscript{42}

Guided by a sense of urgency to confront Brazil’s fast population growth and increase in induced abortions, BEMFAM began advancing a multi-avenue project that involved health, education, and policy initiatives. In clinics, health professionals offered family planning consultations and sex education classes. Women and couples began by learning about the reproductive system and its cycles as well as discussing the responsibilities of newlyweds towards their future newborns and society. After concluding with the education part, women could schedule a subsequent meeting with a consultant, followed by a medical exam. Then, they enrolled in BEMFAM’s contraceptives distribution program,
which included a regular supply of birth control pills or counseling towards the use of intrauterine devices (hereafter IUDs). In the 1970s, BEMFAM’s professionals also began performing screenings for gynecological cancers.

From “Como Planejar a Família,” BEMFAM’s illustrated educational booklet about reproduction and family planning, distributed in the 1970s. The booklet tells the story of João and Maria, a newlywed couple that learns about and enjoys the benefits of family planning practices.

Illustrated introduction to the female reproductive system. The following section presented the male reproductive system as well. From “Como Planejar a Família.” According to the booklet, the benefits of family planning were extensive and led to better health, housing, education, nutrition, and hygiene. The ideal family, the illustration shows in the bottom right corner, is small in size and enjoys “love and care.” From “Como Planejar a Família.”
Along with providing reproductive health services, BEMFAM sought to transform public opinion and reshape state policy on family planning in Brazil. In its first ten years of activity, BEMFAM offered nearly 3,000 scholarships to doctors, social workers, nurses, lawyers, and various academics to participate in the organization’s training programs. BEMFAM also organized thousands of public lectures that introduced the principles and models of family planning to various professional groups. And it organized seminars for thousands of state and federal representatives, military officials, journalists, and religious leaders with the aim of influencing political and policy debates about family planning. Lastly, BEMFAM produced numerous publications, from booklets like the one mentioned above that introduced family planning foundations to studies that discussed predictions of population explosion and showed how family planning advanced economic development.  

These publications reveal how particular notions of race and class shaped understandings of family planning at the time. Images illustrating the negative consequences of population growth typically presented multiple Black children who appeared to be neglected by their parents. These depictions were contrasted with images of a single-child family that appeared as white, urban, and seemingly middle- or upper-class. There were also drawings that emphasized a dramatic “before and after” process for those who practiced family planning. Multi-child families were depicted as poor, rural, and miserable, while single-child families appeared as happy members of the upper class who enjoyed the service of a nanny. These representations were distributed on a massive scale: by the late 1970s, BEMFAM was circulating over 750,000 copies of its publications per year.

On the left, the dangers of population explosion are represented by an image of multiple, poor Black children. On the right, the benefits of family planning are illustrated by a white, middle-class, single-child family. From BEMFAM’s publication on the evolution of family planning, “A evolução do planejamento familiar no Brasil,” 1981.
“Before and after” family planning. While the multi-child family on the left is depicted as rural poor, the single-child family on the right appears to belong to the upper class and can afford the services of a nanny. From BEMFAM’s “A evolução do planejamento familiar no Brasil,” 1981.

The Distinctive Politics of Family Planning in Military Brazil

In late March of 1964, a military-civilian coup overthrew Brazil’s democratic government and installed a dictatorship that ruled the nation until 1985. In the context of the Cold War, the regime sought to eradicate a perceived communist and subversive threat, bolster national security, and advance the modernization of the country. Family planning models, BEMFAM’s leaders believed, fit well with the dictatorship’s socioeconomic approach. Historically, political and intellectual leaders in Brazil (and various other Global South countries) had advocated for population expansion to settle remote peripheries and increase the workforce. In the 1960s, however, rapid population growth became a significant concern. Informed by the Cold War discourse, social scientists and medical professionals believed that an uncontrollable increase in population size would lead to extensive poverty and thus hinder modernization efforts. BEMFAM built on this perception, arguing in its publications that markets’ expansion did not necessarily require significant population growth. Even John D. Rockefeller, BEMFAM emphasized, affirmed that “unrestrained” population increase will lead to social unrest and the collapse of essential services, ultimately weakening purchasing power and economic growth. For BEMFAM’s leaders, family planning not only served as the perfect solution for social and economic challenges, but also contributed to national security. Population explosion, it contended in another publication, would push people away from poor rural areas, leaving these vulnerable to outside influences. Indeed, for Cold War ideologues and
social scientists, poverty, social discontent, and underdevelopment could open the door to “foreign threats,” particularly communism.\textsuperscript{50}

While family planning advocacy was an inherent aspect of Cold War national security and development discourse, the Brazilian dictatorship was very suspicious of this model and frequently opposed it. Regime officials certainly subscribed to various Cold War ideologies and believed that economic and social development—alongside repression of “subversive” activity—would be critical to advancing capitalist modernization and preventing the dangers of communism. But family planning contrasted with the dictatorship’s understanding of geopolitical power and national development. Certainly in its first decade, the regime advanced an expansionist economic and development policy. Rather than population control, it promoted the settlement of unpopulated areas and the growth of the workforce.\textsuperscript{51}

Brazil’s dictatorship was also decisively Catholic and thus disapproved of the use of contraceptives. In 1968—the same year in which the United Nations declared family planning a basic human right—the Pope published the encyclical \textit{Humanae vitae}, which not only condemned the use of the birth control pill but also asserted that artificial contraception could open “the way for marital infidelity and a general lowering of moral standards.”\textsuperscript{52} This and other papal directives played a significant role in the dictatorship’s policymaking. As military leaders often announced, the regime’s objective was not only to restore order and defend Brazil from the communist threat but also to reestablish the nation’s Western, Christian identity.\textsuperscript{53} The Brazilian dictatorship was thus extremely hesitant to adopt family planning policies and persistently monitored BEMFAM’s activities through various intelligence agencies.\textsuperscript{54} BEMFAM faced strong opposition from the Catholic leadership itself. The National Conference of Bishops of Brazil (Conferência Nacional dos Bispos do Brasil, CNBB)—which supported the 1964 coup but became more critical of the regime after repression intensified in the 1970s—approved of natural pregnancy planning techniques such as the rhythm method or monitoring basal body temperature and cervical mucus. But it firmly opposed using artificial contraceptive methods, which it viewed as a form of fertility control and a violation of Catholic doctrines.\textsuperscript{55}

BEMFAM was also denounced by nationalist groups. The National Defense League (Liga da Defesa Nacional), for example, asserted in a 1972 letter to President Emílio Médici that BEMFAM’s initiatives thwart the superior interests of the nation by caving to foreign influence and allowing international organizations to promote population control in the country. A similar letter from the Brazilian Education Association (Associação Brasileira de Educação) to the dictatorship’s Justice Minister Alfredo Buzaid rebuked BEMFAM for distributing the pill. It suggested that the government should invest in education programs
and resources for maternity and infancy instead of supporting efforts to limit the “legitimate expansion of the population.”

Indeed, various nationalist and conservative groups criticized BEMFAM not only for infringing on Catholic doctrinal imperatives but also for promoting population control and foreign interests. Ironically, similar attacks came from leftist groups. The National Revolutionary Council (Conselho Revolucionário Nacional), an early-1970s clandestine group that promoted armed struggle against the dictatorship, harshly condemned BEMFAM for its collaboration with international organizations. In its underground publication “Independence or Death,” the group called BEMFAM a “disgraceful,” and “criminal” organization that was not only manipulated by North American imperialist money but also took “nefarious” steps to mislead the population about contraceptives. The group also sent a threatening letter to the offices of BEMFAM in which it accused the organization of “sterilizing thousands and thousands of Brazilians under the pretext of family planning” and demanded it to halt all activities. “If this demand will not be heeded,” the group warned, “[BEMFAM] will be punished severely.”

Lastly, BEMFAM faced criticism from within the medical establishment. The left-leaning Medical Association of Guanabara State (Associação Médica do Estado da Guanabara, later of Rio de Janeiro) frequently denounced BEMFAM’s activity as illegal and immoral. In an early complaint submitted to the regional medical board in 1966, the association accused BEMFAM’s physicians of violating medical ethics when distributing the birth control pill and promoting intrauterine devices. In 1967, the association filed a similar complaint to the Ministry of Justice, arguing that BEMFAM’s objectives not only contradicted Brazil’s aspirations of national growth but also amounted to crimes of abortion and genocide. The Guanabara association also alleged that BEMFAM was serving foreign interests, receiving millions of dollars from international organizations such as the International Planned Parenthood Federation and the Ford Foundation.

The attacks against BEMFAM increased significantly after a 1967 story in the newspaper _Última Hora_ alleged that a clandestine plan to sterilize women was being carried out in the Amazon region. The sterilization the piece referred to was the insertion of intrauterine device, which it dubbed “instruments of crime.” It not only claimed that various women in the states of Maranhão, Goiás, and Pará were manipulated into using IUDs but also that the facilitators of the operation were US evangelicals. The _Última Hora_ article misconstrued the insertion of IUDs as a sterilization procedure, despite it being a reversible birth-control method. The piece also did not refer specifically to BEMFAM. But in the context of increasing criticism of family planning and Cold War concerns
of national security, the report succeeded in prompting calls for investigation. A few weeks later, in May 1967, the Brazilian Congress approved the formation of an eleven-member Parliamentary Inquiry Commission (Comissão Parlamentar de Inquérito, CPI) to examine “whether a plan to limit childbirth in Brazil existed” and investigate allegations of “foreign interference in the country’s demographic dynamics.” The commission was also mandated to clarify BEMFAM’s “actions in the process of birth restrictions”; study the medical, moral, social, religious, economic, and political aspects of IUD applications; and consider their effects on “sovereignty and national security.”

The CPI conducted 31 hearings and listened to 25 depositions over one year, but it never completed the inquiry or produced an official final report. One possible reason for its abrupt ending could be the political instabilities of 1968. Social unrest had intensified in the country since the beginning of that year, as students and activists protested against the dictatorship in increasing numbers. While the CPI was conducting its meetings, the regime’s security forces were violently suppressing protest rallies, arresting social and labor leaders, and killing demonstrators. These actions brought hundreds of thousands of Brazilians to the streets in mid-1968, demanding an end to military rule. Meanwhile, radicalized students and labor activists joined underground groups to engage in armed struggle against the dictatorship. In Congress, the opposition denounced the regime’s brutality, leading to a political crisis. Ultimately, the dictatorship reacted by promulgating Institutional Act Number 5 (Ato Institucional Número Cinco, AI-5), through which it significantly intensified state-sponsored repression. In this context, CPI members might have refrained from publishing a final report because of the potential political risks.

Despite the absence of a final report, a significant part of the CPI’s records was published in Brazil’s Congressional Diario Oficial in late 1970. These records reveal that the commission explored various topics related to family planning and population control in Brazil. CPI members invited investigative journalists who had reported on the Amazon controversy as well as public officials from the region to clarify the allegations that sterilizations were being conducted. Various journalists denounced what they perceived to be efforts to limit population growth in the northeastern region of the country. Catholic leaders who appeared before the commission (including the Archbishop of Goiânia Fernando Gomes dos Santos) joined these allegations, highlighting what they understood as a threat to religious principles and papal guidelines. There were also federal and state representatives who discussed the state and municipal agreements that allowed organizations like BEMFAM to provide reproductive health services across Brazil.
The inquiry commission paid considerable attention to BEMFAM, scrutinizing its involvement in birth control initiatives, its objectives, and its budget. Commission members sought to clarify whether BEMFAM’s sponsorship of IUDs violated Brazil’s code of medical ethics. They also examined whether BEMFAM was promoting illegal abortive practices. And they raised concerns regarding BEMFAM’s outside funding sources and the financial interests of foreign companies manufacturing the pills and IUDs. Speaking before the commission, BEMFAM’s executive director Walter Rodrigues defended the organization, using various scientific studies and educational slides about reproduction. He contested the accusations that his organization was complicit in sterilizations and abortions, affirming that IUDs were contraceptive methods that offered women free choice with regard to their preferred family size. He disputed the allegations that these practices violated legal codes but asserted that Brazil’s laws dealing with contraceptives were outdated and not in line with the country’s social realities. Rodrigues reiterated the risk of rapid population growth and emphasized that Brazil’s “epidemic”-like numbers of provoked abortions were a matter of public health. Citing studies from around the world, he maintained that family planning practices resulted in a significant decrease in abortions and contributed to Brazil’s social development. BEMFAM, Rodrigues argued, was merely seeking to tackle an urgent public health issue neglected by the state: “our objective is a medical one,” he concluded.

In addition to clarifying the allegations of sterilizations and investigating BEMFAM, the commission invited multiple professionals and researchers to explicate the broader meanings of family planning, from doctors who explained the medical effects of oral contraceptives to demographers who discussed the impact of family planning models on population growth and national development. As scholars have already noted, ideas about gender, class, and race underlie various statements made before the commission by advocates of family planning. Experts in medicine and demography, for example, asserted that unplanned births would result in millions of “uneducated” people hindering the nation’s development. Economists posited that an impending explosion of impoverished populations in the Northeast would create unprecedented pressure on Brazil’s social welfare agencies and economic growth. Given that the northeastern population was not only poor but also predominantly nonwhite, these assessments reveal how family planning advocates often racialized the populations that should—and should not—be reproducing to advance the nation. Indeed, as one advocate asserted before the commission, family planning had the ability to “save humanity” from imminent risks.

After multiple sessions, the Parliamentary Inquiry Commission did not find evidence that BEMFAM had promoted population control or violated Brazil-
ian law. With the absence of a final report, the scandal about alleged sterilizations in the Amazon fizzled out. BEMFAM received more good news towards the end of 1967, when the Federal Medical Council—the supreme regulatory board of medicine in the country—ruled that the organization’s programs did not violate Brazil’s code of medical ethics. The council’s ruling emphasized that intrauterine devices did not induce abortions or sterilizations and stressed that contraceptives were scientifically approved. These methods, the council concluded, were promoted by the World Health Organization and “respect[ed] both the life and the health of their users.”

BEMFAM’s leaders were very satisfied with the decisions of the parliamentary inquiry and the Federal Medical Council to absolve the organization of legal and ethical accusations. The medical council’s decision was celebrated on the front pages of BEMFAM’s newsletter, circulated among clinics and professionals. BEMFAM’s Executive Secretary, Walter Rodrigues, lashed out at the accusers, claiming that their attacks were misinformed, sensational, and aimed “to lead public opinion to adopt a radical political attitude.” But while Congress and medical authorities legitimized BEMFAM’s activity, dictatorship officials still viewed the organization as a concern. In fact, declassified records reveal that in the years after the aforementioned inquiry concluded, the regime’s intelligence agencies, justice department, and health ministry exchanged confidential correspondence about BEMFAM’s operations. Officials requested BEMFAM’s financial and annual reports from government agencies and solicited the police for records on BEMFAM’s staff. Intelligence reports compiled not only profiles of BEMFAM’s leadership but also kept copies of its partnership agreements with states and municipalities. Agents monitoring the organization also assembled copies of BEMFAM’s brochures, publications, and booklets about family planning and fertility. These reports indicate that dictatorship officials were concerned by issues similar to those examined by the CPI. They were particularly preoccupied with BEMFAM’s international connections and sources of funding, which were perceived as potential “outside interference” in Brazilian policies.

The ongoing monitoring of BEMFAM could reflect the dictatorship’s increasing anxieties over gender, subversion, and international politics, particularly in the late 1960s and early 1970s. BEMFAM promoted family planning as a way to reduce provoked abortions, ease the burden on social services, and ultimately lead to development and economic growth—goals that in theory were supported by dictatorship officials. For many of them, however, family planning also had cultural and moral implications. They associated the use of the birth control pill with the ills of the modern, radical world of the 1960s. Indeed, various conservative intellectuals and Cold War ideologues at the time
equated the pill with the sexual deviancy of middle-class university students who opposed military rule. In other words, the use of birth control was not only a case of sexual pathology but also indicated possible political subversion. In this context, family planning policies could have been viewed as a threat to the dictatorship’s political power and gendered ideologies.\textsuperscript{76}

That BEMFAM was affiliated with international organizations could have also served as a cause of concern for the dictatorship. By late 1969, news of the regime’s intensification of state-sponsored repression was circulating outside of Brazil. Soon thereafter, organizations such as Amnesty International and the International Commission of Jurists began reporting on cases of torture and forced disappearances in Brazil. The regime persistently refuted the allegations of systematic repression and in confidential memos considered the accusations part of a worldwide “defamation campaign” against Brazil, organized by Communists who aligned with international organizations.\textsuperscript{77} Officials were thus considerably reactive to international involvement in domestic affairs, which they perceived as a threat to military rule. BEMFAM’s work with international organizations—many of them supporting liberal projects related to health, family planning, and population policies—might have touched a raw nerve at a challenging time for the dictatorship’s international relations.

\textbf{Legitimizing Family Planning}

The extensive attacks against BEMFAM in the late 1960s prompted the organization to increase public relations efforts in the 1970s, expanding its educational and political lobbying initiatives. It circulated various publications that introduced the concepts and models of family planning to professionals and the public.\textsuperscript{78} It produced pieces that presented family planning as a model that allowed couples to “freely and consciously determine the size of family.”\textsuperscript{79} And it published articles that highlighted the contributions of family planning to Brazil’s public health, income distribution, and development.\textsuperscript{80} Various additional publications explained how family planning policies conformed to religious and specifically Catholic principles.\textsuperscript{81} Concomitantly, BEMFAM continued to publish materials about Brazil’s “demographic problem.”\textsuperscript{82}

Alongside public relations initiatives, BEMFAM expanded its outreach efforts. In the early and mid-1970s, the organization cultivated relationships with regional elected officials that culminated in agreements to provide family planning services in various northeastern states. By the late 1970s, BEMFAM had agreements with 18 Brazilian states, from Pernambuco to Rio Grande do Sul.\textsuperscript{83} To supplement its primary clinics located in cities, BEMFAM developed
a community-based oral contraceptive distribution program in rural areas. First piloted in 1973 in the northeastern state of Rio Grande do Norte, the program recruited volunteers such as schoolteachers, nurses, and midwives who nurtured local relationships and distributed free pills to women in their area of living. Regional community and municipal leaders supervised the programs, which received medical consultation from BEMFAM’s professionals. By 1975, the program was in operation in 150 state municipalities of Rio Grande do Norte. Similar community programs were later launched in the states of Pernambuco, Paraíba, Alagoas, and Piauí.84

Building on its state and municipal campaigns, BEMFAM expanded its lobbying at the federal level. The relationships cultivated with congressional representatives and committees led to significant legal amendments related to family planning. In 1971, a presidential decree granted BEMFAM the status of federal “public service” (utilidade pública)—a significant mark of legal, political, and social legitimacy for the organization.85 An additional legal effort, which Congress began discussing in the mid-1970s and ultimately approved as a law in 1979, revised Brazil’s Penal Code to legalize the advertisements of contraceptives.86 These changes also facilitated the participation of a Brazilian government delegation at the 1974 United Nations World Population Conference in Bucharest, Romania, which focused on family planning. The conference’s Plan of Action recommended that all countries “respect and ensure […] the right of persons to determine, in a free, informed and responsible manner, the number and spacing of their children; […] [and to] make available to persons who so desire advice and the means of achieving it.”87 The participation of Brazilian officials in the conference signaled a shift in the dictatorship’s attitudes towards state involvement in family planning policies.

The gradual acceptance of family planning was further illustrated in the regime’s National Development Plan (II Plano Nacional de Desenvolvimento, adopted in late 1974), which stated that state policy should respect the “decision of each couple in determining the desired number of children.”88 A few years later in 1978, President Ernesto Geisel asserted in a press conference that “demographic explosion is a very serious problem in Brazil,” and affirmed that family planning was an effective means to confront this challenge—an unprecedented statement by a Brazilian president.89 Indeed, in the context of economic downturn in the late 1970s and early 1980s, various officials warmed to the idea of population reduction as a potential tool in mitigating the negative effects of recession. While substantial policies in this direction would be implemented only in the mid- to late 1980s, BEMFAM capitalized on this shift by expanding its international and local collaborations with municipal and state authorities. By 1983, the organization had professionals, consultants, and volunteers working in
over 2,000 community posts across the country—particularly in the Northeast. In Pernambuco alone, BEMFAM provided contraceptives for distribution in over 475 centers. In 1984, shortly before the end of military rule, the federal government launched a program to make birth control methods available to poor women.

**Conclusion**

In the last years of the dictatorship, BEMFAM enjoyed political, social, and professional legitimacy. As this article has demonstrated, however, this was hardly the case during most of the organization’s first decade of activity. BEMFAM’s founders expected opposition from Church authorities but assumed they would earn support across the political spectrum and within the medical community. Family planning, after all, was not only encouraged by international health organizations but also corresponded with the government’s plans for national development and public health. Their predictions were way off. Indeed, for various groups, BEMFAM’s initiatives triggered distinctive Cold War anxieties. For a long time, regime officials were ambivalent toward family planning because it contradicted their economic and development plans, predicated on stimulating Brazil’s population growth. In the context of late-1960s opposition to military rule and youth counterculture, dictatorship ideologues also linked family planning to sexual subversion and society’s “moral decline.” Lastly, with mounting international criticism of the dictatorship’s state-sponsored repression, regime officials became increasingly nervous about outside involvement in Brazilian domestic affairs. Ironically, some of the dictatorship’s most committed foes shared a similar sentiment. As this article has shown, various opponents of the regime from the Left—in the medical sector, in underground groups, and within the opposition party—opposed BEMFAM’s promotion of contraceptives and viewed the organization as an agent of Western imperialism that actively advanced population control policies. In this illustrative Cold War moment, therefore, right-wing radicals and leftist activists both considered BEMFAM a threat. Of course, the motivations behind the sentiments of opposition to BEMFAM differed significantly based on political stances and ideologies. For the regime and its supporters, family planning challenged various religious principles and ideas about women’s proper gender roles. For those on the Left, the focus on family planning enabled the state to shirk its responsibilities towards Brazilians. They believed that the solution for Brazil’s challenges did not lie in pregnancy spacing but rather in extensive state investment in social services and in the welfare of Brazilians. BEMFAM’s founder and executive
secretary Walter Rodrigues noticed this distinctive political overlap as well. When invited to speak about family planning before the U.S. Congressional Committee on population in 1978, Rodrigues commented that his organization was facing opposition from both conservative priests and leftist groups. “Working in family planning in Latin America is a very sensitive area,” he asserted, “half of the people say that we work for the CIA and the other half says that we work against the CIA.”

Some of the criticism waged against BEMFAM was certainly grounded in evidence. As this article has shown, family planning was indeed promoted and often sponsored by international organizations that sought domestic impact. The international discourse of family planning was certainly shaped by racial and gendered motivations, and frequently focused on the problem of “population explosion” in the Global South. This aspect was highlighted by various feminist groups in Brazil as early as the 1970s, particularly by Black feminists.

At the same time, BEMFAM included socially minded professionals and volunteers who considered family planning critical to the basic health needs of their communities. It is in the context of heightened Cold War polarization, cultural paranoias, and intensifying state-sponsored repression that these conflicts escalated to battles involving legal accusations, police monitoring, and government investigations. In this way, the history of BEMFAM not only illustrates the particular dynamics that shaped attitudes towards family planning in military Brazil but also highlights the role Cold War tensions played in framing debates about reproduction and health in Latin America.
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